
PROSEPROSE

The prose is a narrative style and the art of storytelling. Prose can be
based on fiction or nonfiction, including a wide range of character

events and various experiences. Prose doesn’t follow a structure of
rhyming. It follows a grammatical structure that can complete a

sentence. It is used in everyday life and helps in developing
communication, ideas, stories, etc.
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Q1: Which of the following is an example of prose?

A: A) Poetry with a rhythm tone
B: B) An oration with rhyme
C: C) Literature by the writer
D: D) Only fictional

Q2: Which of the following is a characteristic of prose?

A: A) Pattern of rhythm
B: B) Clarity of thought
C: C) Fictional and non-fictional ideas
D: D) Both B and C

Q3: Which of the following is a non-fictional prose form?

A: A) An imaginary tale
B: B) An autobiography
C: C) A fairy short story
D: D) None of the above

Q4: Find out the prose example from the following:

A: A) "I know you wanna say, it is okay"
B: B) "It was me there who has helped you, at your hard time"
C: C) Everything got worsen and nothing can be fine now.
D: D) None of the above

Q5: What is prose?

A: A) Prose is a mode of communication with straightforward sentences.
B: B) Prose is a sentence structure with having rhythm tone.
C: C) It represents only through writing, not through narration.
D: D) It is focused only on emotional expression.
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Q6: Is punctuation and comma important in prose?

A: A) Yes
B: B) No
C: C) Probably

Q7: Which among the following is prose?

A: A) Writing
B: B) Story
C: C) Literature
D: D) All of the above

Q8: What is the objective of prose?

A: A) Prose objective is to convey a simple meaning to the reader.
B: B) Prose aims to connect the audience emotionally.
C: C) To provide a rhythmic tone to the audience.
D: D) Its objective is only to present the fictional idea.

Q9: Can prose be used in everyday life?

A: A) Yes, it can be used in everyday life.
B: B) No, prose is not used in daily communication.

Q10: Can poetic devices be used in prose?

A: A) No, because poetry presents rhythm.
B: B) Yes, it can be used in prose to engage the audience.
C: C) Poetry is an effective way to engage the audience.
D: D) None of the above
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Answers

Q1: C - C) Literature by the writer

Q2: D - D) Both B and C

Q3: B - B) An autobiography

Q4: B - B) "It was me there who has helped you, at your hard time"

Q5: A - A) Prose is a mode of communication with straightforward sentences.

Q6: A - A) Yes

Q7: D - D) All of the above

Q8: A - A) Prose objective is to convey a simple meaning to the reader.

Q9: A - A) Yes, it can be used in everyday life.

Q10: B - B) Yes, it can be used in prose to engage the audience.
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